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D502 swap Time Machine is a DeFi project derived from 502 Bad Gateway 
Token (Z502) and an evolution of the Uniswap with D502 tokenomics. Unlike 
Z502, D502 was created to develop a DeFi project.
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What is 502 Bad Gateway Token “Z502”

Z502 is a crypto currency 
project born in Japan in 
2018.

Z502 is targeting the world 
and implementing a token 
economy.

Listed venture company in 
Japan is running an 
exchange called ANGOO 
FinTech and this exchange 
is using Z502 as an 
exchange token.

D502, a token, was created 
to start a DeFi service from 
Z502.
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Financial system today is centralized and controlled 
by intermediaries like the bank, brokers, lawyers and 
so on. However, decentralized finance, 
by utilizing smart contracts, does not rely on these 
intermediaries and allows people to use every 
financial service and get rewarded. For example, users 
can easily swap and by adding liquidity, they are able 
to earn transaction fees from the fund pool. Anyone 
can join and use DeFi services. Numbers of crypto 
currency projects are making announcement to join 
and develop their own DeFi system.

Decentralized Finance

DeFi



Z502 Foundation, also immediately 
announced the development of a DeFi 
system and launched a service called D502 
swap Time Machine.

D502 swap Time Machine promises you to 
provide a service that no one has 
experienced.
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 Overview of D502 swap time machine
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Liquidity providers will earn LP token, like the Uniswap, 
called DLP token and by staking this DLP token, they will 
earn D502 based on the percentage of how much the 
users added liquidity to the pool. APY is displayed on 

https://d502.io/

Users are able to swap the following pairs:
・Z502-ETH
・Z502-USDT
・Z502-USDC
・D502-ETH
・USDT-ETH
・USDC-USDT
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502 Gateway
CARDANO ADA

Innovative ideas and technical innovation

➡ ➡ Wrapped ADA

D502 is now under new technical development.
Most of the DeFi is built on top of the Ethereum network and 
therefore, tokens built on other networks can not be used. By 
developing “wrapped” tokens, this will allow tokens other than 
ERC20 to be sent on Ethereum network and can be used directly in 
D502 swap Time Machine.

Almost every DeFi is built on top of the Ethereum network and made it impossible for other networks to get involved 
with DeFi. However, we developed 502Gateway to “wrap” the token to bring tokens on different blockchains to the 
Ethereum network. Wrapped token will be integrated into the Ethereum network and will be able to start staking or 
swap in D502swap Time Machine. We will first start from Cardano (ADA) and also can easily swap A502 to ADA. 



D502 swap Time Machine Plans

1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Start DEX and users 
providing liquidity will 
earn rewards.
Aiming 30% from April.

Start supporting BTC, 
ADA, XRP, and other 
tokens from ERC20.

Automatically moves users' 
funds to the highest yield to 
earn the highest return.

Start lending service, 
especially B2B.
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D502 Time Machine Token Overview

●Date started
　November 30, 2020

●Token type
　ERC20
　Utility token

●Distribution
　・Please check the numbers of token supply from the D502 swap Time Machine website 
　・Numbers of D502 supply will continue to increase as LP tokens are being staked

●Protocol and smart contract level
    D502 swap Time Machine and Uniswap share the same interface.
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